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if you’ve seen lost, you’ll know that the opening credits are the trailer for the first season of the
show. before the opening credits are the on-screen title and the first shot. the first shot is just a title
card, and it’s the only one you’ll see until the opening credits are done. it takes about four minutes
to roll, and you’ll see those four minutes of television. by contrast the opening credits of terra nova
take about five minutes to roll, and they’re far more elaborate. there’s a shot of a cityscape, a title
card, and the first shot of a character in that cityscape, and that shot will not go away until the
opening credits end. the plot of terra nova is much more simple, and much more basic: human
beings are generally bad and thats the reason we must never try to explore the planet with a probe.
thats the same concept used in star trek and lost, and its a formula that works for science fiction.
with such a simple premise, of course, the show has to be creatively ingenious in order to overcome
the budgetary limitations. in this case, the solution was to build a series around the curious concept
of a giant "terra nova" which turns out to be a mega-laboratory of sorts for conducting experiments
with animals. in other words, the show is a gigantic sort of animal farm. and that, of course, means
theres an abundance of cute animals. implemented in an ingenious way, these cute animals not only
give terra nova a bit more life than the formulaic science fiction show about the future which, of
course, is only capable of showing the generic and obvious disasters that threaten humanity. the
cute animals also give the show a much more intimate experience. at the end of the first episode,
much of the conversation was about a baby dolphin which had died. unfortunately, the series doesnt
progress much beyond the cute animals, and its hard to blame it after the first episode. maybe if
they had just made each of the episodes a little bit bigger, that would have been a better use of their
limited budget.
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josh, who, i swear to god, is the only character in the show who refuses to shut up, is surprisingly
unimpressed. his response to the discovery of the portal is to go back to the garden and make a

nice, safe, clean dinner. then he has sex with a girl that looks just like skye. this is either a very poor
attempt at foreshadowing or it was an accident and they will all be so glad when they find out what

happens next. in some ways, that doesnt bother me. the second season of terra nova is set to
premiere this fall and i hope they make good use of the time and are smart about figuring out how to

tell the story without having to rely on the purity of the time travel conceit. but i also really really
hope they employ some movie tricks to fully realize the scale of the world. only after this pilot does

josh acknowledge the existence of dinosaurs, which is way too late to begin with. like a bunch of
movie dudes with nothin better to do, they turn to l.a. confidential but im not just suggesting going
back to l. confidential. i mean going all-out. creating a jurassic park the way we know it should be
done. when they went back to base jim casually hacks into the computer system and makes the

commandant turn off all the defense grid. which is smart, the last thing they need is more arachnids
on the planet. awkwardly, the show at least picks up right where they left off. and actually, it tells a

pretty strong story in just two hours. in fact, it doesnt have much time to explore their story and
many of the ideas they lay down in the pilot are only touched on in the second episode. im worried,

even though the show is set to return in the fall, that it'll coast and spend the whole season on a
simple story: josh learns he's not a criminal, they find out if children really can't have dinosaurs on
the space ship, etc. it's a lot more fun to watch them figure out the story as they go along. if they

can remember this. 5ec8ef588b
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